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Reading:
a texture
becomes

a “conversation 
with the dead”

“I listen to the dead with my eyes”

Francisco de Quevedo



The main brain changes induced by reading

Regions
involved in 
spoken
language:

Phonology,
Lexicon
Syntax,
Meaning

Visual cortex

Visual word form area:
The brain’s « letterbox »

Phonemic
representation

Planum temporale

Learning to read consists in creating a new visual interface for language:
- creating an invariant visual representation of  written words

- connecting it to brain areas coding for speech sounds and meaning



Activation to speech

Dehaene-Lambertz et al, Science, 2002; PNAS, 2006; Brain & Language, 2009

•Left perisylvian temporal and inferior frontal regions are already activated by speech

•Activation unfolds according to a temporal hierarchy.

•A left-hemispheric asymmetry is present in Planum Temporale, for speech but not for music.

• Temporo-fronto connections are already organized and asymmetrical

At 2 months, babies can already process spoken language , 
but not written language.
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Changes in the 

visual cortex:

The Visual Word 

Form Area

(VWFA)
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Literacy enhances the brain activation to written sentences.

A massive enhancement in the visual word form area in response to  letter strings.

This effect exists even in ex-illiterates who learned to read in adulthood.
No critical period.

Directly visualizing the brain changes due to literacy



How do single neurons code for reading?

Model of object or face recognition
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Model of word recognition

Shimon Ullman



Imaging literacy in young children



Brain changes when children learn to read
G. Dehaene-Lambertz, with Karla Monzalvo, C. Billard, S. Dehaene (NeuroImage, 2012)

• The « visual word form area », which activates to letters, emerges during reading
acquisition 

• Its activation correlates with reading scores : more than 50% of the variance in 
reading ability can be explained.
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Abnormal visual activation in dyslexia
G. Dehaene-Lambertz, with Karla Monzalvo, C. Billard, S. Dehaene (NeuroImage, 2012)

• Dyslexic 9-years-old children show reduced VWFA responses to written words, 
and reduced right-hemispheric FFA responses to faces

9 year-old
dyslexics

9 year-old
readers

Words

Greater activity in normal 
children than in dyslexics

for facesfor words



Changes in 

the auditory

pathway



Literacy also changes spoken language processing

Activation of Planum Temporale to spoken language is doubled in literates

Auditory lexical decision
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The changes we observe may relate to  phonological awareness, 
one of the major outcomes of alphabetization.



Changes in the 
connections 
linking vision 
and language
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• The yellow pathway is enhanced by reading.

• This change probably corresponds to an increase in 
myelination:

The transmision of information becomes
faster in literate subjects. 

Learning to read improves
brain connections



- Reading acquisition specializes a cortical area for the fast recognition of letter 
strings (graphemes) and links it to areas coding for speech units (phonemes).

- Initially, children decipher words (yellow pathway): they effortfully analyze 
words, convert each grapheme into a phoneme, then “listen” and understand.

- Assembling a string of graphemes into a series of phonemes is difficult for 
children: it must be explicitly taught.

A schematic view of reading acquisition

- Year after year, as reading automatizes 
words take a more direct unconscious 
route (green route). All letters are 
processed simultaneously: fast access to 
the lexicon and to meaning.

- Teachers must focus on the yellow route. 
The green route develops spontaneously 
with practice.

- Three main variables predict success: 
Knowledge of phonemes, size of the 
child’s vocabulary, and presence of 
books in the child’s surroundings.

graphemes
meaning

WORD

phonemes



Cognitive neuroscience informs teaching

On the basis of our growing understanding of the cognitive 
neuroscience of reading, we have outlined the major 
pedagogical principles for reading acquisition:

• Explicit teaching of grapheme-to-phoneme
conversion rules

• According to a systematic pedagogical progression

• Careful guidance of visual attention 
(left-to-right, systematic)

• Active learning, associating reading and writing

• Transfer from effortful to automatic reading 
 daily practice interspersed with rest
(sleep, naps).

• Dyslexia may arise from multiple sources: 
Phonology is central, but ventral visual and 
dorsal attention systems may also 
contribute to reading deficits.



Brain research leads to new educational tools
Brem et al., PNAS 2010

Lyytinen and colleagues have developed the 
graphogame : gaming software that teaches
letter-sound correspondences

Children trained for a total of four hours (spread 
over 8 weeks) showed an emerging visual word
form area



Thank you for your attention !


